
When A Conundrum Turns Into A Paradox

Having asked my upper-level students to write sentences which might incorporate a 
recently introduced vocabulary, one afternoon I came across an unusually deliberated response:

“If the United States produces most of the weapons bought by Mexico to be used in 
Mexico against the people who grow drugs or sell them, but then most of the drugs grown in 
Mexico are brought back into the United States to be bought and used by United States citizens 
whose taxes are collected and spent in a support of the war on drugs which forces Mexico to buy 
more guns from the United States, is this circle of interdependence  a conundrum or a paradox?”

Impressed with the question, I added a smiley face. 
I did not, however, attempt to answer it.
The intertwining loop of information in this student’s question struck a chord;  

disconcertingly, it mirrored the ever more convoluted world of a low-income school reform in 
which I now found myself mired: an interminably circular world which, each year more 
mystifyingly, I struggled to navigate.

If you could manage (and it was shocking, really, as years filled with the disruptive 
invasions of testing passed, how few people chose to do so) to stand back just a little; if, 
purposefully, you narrowed your eyes in the effort to see though the always shifting razzle-
dazzle; if, in hoping to eke out a tiny bit of clarity amidst the ever churning chaos, you weren’t 
immediately preoccupied by the glitter and shimmer attached to an endless procession of smoke 
screens:  

Well, you might, then?
	
 End up feeling a tiny bit sorry for the paradox of conundrums – or was that a conundrum 
of paradoxes – faced by our district’s Department of Human Resources.  

If, as you labored to disentangle the mess, you took a little time to notice that – well, 
rather than addressing the growing range of academic handicaps produced by a burgeoning 
economic, racial and cultural inequity?  Under the modern-day theory of a no-excuses liability, 
efforts to bypass social responsibility simply encouraged the publicly peddled blame of anyone 
naïve enough to continue seeking employment inside our nation’s lowest-income schools.  

Once you had gained this perspective; once you had absorbed this as fact?
Oh, you might then additionally recognize that it was this, the exciting surface flash 

produced by a nationally-led employee abuse, which kept the public eye averted from the 
intertwining disorder proliferating inside long year after long year of a minimally regulated 
reform.  Serving as cover for the fact that very few reforms engendered any truly recognizable 
long-term success (many, in fact, being disruptive to the point of ruining even a basic effort at 
offering an old-school traditional, deeply-embedded education), money-pursuing promoters 
geared up to expend additional energy in not only loudly denigrating school-score-identified 
employees – but, increasingly?  

Their reform-displaced peers.  
Leaning as they did so, upon an ever more popular, if ever more elaborately circular, 

excuse: 
 	
 (1) Schools must rid themselves of bad teachers. 
 	
 (2) Duh.
	
 (3) Every year with great fanfare, districts teetering on the very edge of innovative magic 
were encouraged to utilize their amalgomated building scores as a means to focus upon, and 



ruthlessly eliminate, larger and larger numbers of problematic, school-score-identified bad 
educators.* 
	
 (4) Due to the fact that long-term contracted and previously honored educators held the 
legal right of transfer, but, in low-income lucrative days, the only schools which could be forced 
through the invasive dictates of reform to accept a teacher movement were already low-scoring 
buildings? 
	
 (5)  As aggressively blamed teachers were driven from one low-scoring building into the 
next, this very movement of bad employees was, or so reformers now argued, the latest reason 
for a continued production of unacceptable scores inside incessantly invaded buildings: those 
buildings into which these so many school-score-identified bad teachers had been so suddenly 
and aggressively forced to move.  Schools which, having been coerced into accepting yet another 
round of loudly denigrated reform-displaced teachers?
	
  (6)  Would now unquestionably require additionally invasive – but enticingly fund-
generating – building transformations.
	
 Perplexingly, the very same district which so loudly and publicly maligned low-income 
school teachers, yet expected their Department of Human Resources (7) to shuffle an always 
increasing number of overtly labeled bad educators into the abruply created slots at other low-
scoring, reform-invaded schools.  Schools where a cyclically realigning supply of modern-day, 
short-term principals and an ever interchanging flow of reform-ordered evaluators had been 
previously made aware that:
	
 Old-school teachers?  
	
 Reform-displaced, highly-experienced, school-score-identified teachers; teachers forced 
into alternate assignments through this über-modern flow of whimsically unfettered mandates?   
	
 (8)  Were, undoubtedly and unacceptably, bad.  
	
 (9)  And – as the irrevocably unwanted; as the indisputably mismatched. Oh, surely these 
teachers must now be defensively and unconditionally blamed.
	
 (10)  And moved.  
	
 (11)  Again.

*Long years after our nation’s earliest uprisings against this unscrupulous blame and removal of public school 
teachers, a “bad” teacher blame is still right out there in the foreground, being aggressively sold to the public.  As 
late as November, 2014, the “bad apples” theory made the cover of a prominent news magazine even as a long-
running political program passively allowed one of its pundits to state that our country’s shocking supply of bad 
teachers must now be immediately removed –“by force if necessary.”


